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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis 

+ By comparing the crystal structure of apo enzyme PBP2a and its acyl complexes with 

methicillin and nitrocefin we exploit an active site adjacent cleft which has closed and open 

situation. The existence of a two conformation adjacent cleft of the active site should be paid 

attention in resistance mechanism. The cleft closed conformation detected in PBP2a apoenzyme 

structure prevents β-lactam far from active site. The cleft open conformation observed in PBP2a 

structure of acyl complexes allows β-lactam molecule pass over approaching the position suitable 

for nucleophilic attack.  

+ The contrary known on the very stable covalent PBP2a-β-lactam complexes and the resistance 

of PBP2a has been explained by analyzing structure, dynamics of inhibitor and protein as well. 

The rearrangement of the helix α2 N-terminus and the strand β3 in active region is not only cause 

of the resistance. RMSF analyse shown that the flexibility of helix α2 N-terminus, the flexibility of 

the ligand molecule and Ser403 support significantly the acylation which is more convenience in 



NC1-complex than in MC1 one. The dynamics of hot-spot residues and the active site adjacent 

cleft are of particular interest, as they should be suggested to provide additional opportunities for 

drug discovery that could potentially mitigate the effects of drug resistance. 

+ The results of the thesis contribute to further elucidate the acylation reaction mechanism 

through the evaluation of the reaction energy barrier between NC1, MC1, the model of the NC1, 

MC1 with PBP2a enzyme. 

+ The thesis also explained the reasons for differences in reactivity of the NC1 easier than MC1 

in acylation reaction with PBP2a enzyme due to strain of angle of four member the ring when 

associated with the next round of six member ring of NC1 more than strain of angle of four 

member the ring when associated with five member ring of MC1. Also theses making a comment 

that can get higher efficiency of β-lactam antibiotics by the "subgroup that is longer than" through 

the analysis of weak interactions and the conjugate electron. 

+ The thesis proposed using two modern methods of computational chemistry are QM/MM and 

MM/MD to study mechanisms of β-lactam resistance of staphylococcus aureus bacteria, which 

opened a new research approach in Vietnam up date with science on the world. We believe that 

this is the future style of computer-aided drug design.  

12. Practical applicability:  

This mechanisms of drug resistance  constitute a very complicated research subject attracting 

scientists in Vietnam and many other countries all around the world. Thesis have contributions 

solve resistance problem above. We try find reasons and explain why β-lactam was loss activity 

by bacteria. By using computational methods on high supercomputer to implement project of 

thesis  because research reaction mechanism of enzyme is difficult to research by experimental 

carefully. This is also can contribute to the orientation for the design of new antibiotics have 

effective enough to deal the old antibiotic resistant bacteria. 

 13. Further research directions: 

This project will continue research with other models to find model which have properties better 

than known α-lactam. Futher, we hope can to find drug that have ability against resistance for 

many diseases.  
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